[Response of winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L. ) hyperspectral characteristics to low temperature stress].
The simple winter wheat variety was conducted under the low temperature treatment at -2, -4, and -6 °C, the canopy reflectance was measured and the red edge parameters were extracted to study the winter wheat canopy spectral characteristics effected by the low temperature stress and the hyperspectral response to the low temperature stress of winter wheat at jointing stage. The results showed that the canopy reflectance decreased in visible region and increases at near infrared band with the high intensively low temperature stress, and "green peak" was weakened and "red well" was not distinctive. Moreover, the derivate spectrum had the trend of shift to short wavelength direction with the strengthening of low temperature stress and the red edge presented the blue shift. The area of red edge and red edge amplitude exhibit increase. It indicated that the canopy spectrum of winter wheat is sensitive to the low temperature stress, and the hyperspectral technology can be used to monitor the low temperature stress of winter wheat at jointing stage.